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Abstract 
 
This study was intended to hear from experts. Meta-classroom is a university curriculum in the field of culture and arts. The 

research area is a Korean university lecture room. The target audience is the master's program, doctoral program and related 
experts, and the departments are performing arts, media communication, and film department. Outside were educators and 
experts. Due to the COVID-19 environment, meta-classrooms were provided to the educational environment. The purpose is 
to find the Meta-classroom and the possibility of curriculum progress. The content of the curriculum consists of knowledge VR, 
AR, AI and big data. The research tool did a regression analysis, found to have an impact on, they are online education is 0.28 
(%), metaverse classroom is 20.6 (%), knowledge system is 12.5 (%), Meta-class is overall influence 33.38 (%). It had a positive 
impact on a new educational curriculum in the field of culture and art. 
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1. Introduction 

The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted the lives of students in different ways, and course of study but 
also on the point they have reached in their study of curriculum and subject. Students who end one 
stage of education and moving on to another, such as those transitioning from school to tertiary 
education, or from tertiary education to face particular challenges. in the COVID19 pandemic era. Many 
students will worry about suffering long-term disadvantages, compared. admission criteria 
“compassionately” may not always reassure (Daniel, 2020). They will not complete the curriculum and 
assessment in the normal classroom way, and in many cases, they have been turned away from there 
were separated almost overnight COVID19 in the period. On Post-digital Science and Education social 
network sites. Based on my previous experience with similar calls, and to contributions and produce a 
standard-length collective aiming at post-digital dialogue (Allahyari & Rouke, 2015). stated that 
unprepared instructors have negative effect on the student’s perception about e-learning (Jirousek, 
1995). On the other hand, revealed in their detailed study that students behavioral control variables are 
vitally important on theory of planned behavior; normative beliefs, subjective norms, Thus, education 
is the key factor to cope with the barriers for the effectiveness of the online education system. Facility 
market, target plan, implementing process, participation (Karle, 2021) revealed that faculty members’ 
participation to strategic plans by the implementation of online learning increase the success of the 
process (Ehlers & Kellermann, 2019) stated the importance of the faculty members willingness for online 
education that positively enhance competitive advantage. Curricula needs to include content that is up 
to date in terms of their discipline, relevant to their contexts and meaningful in terms of application. it 
needs to include the teaching of skills needed not only to master the prescribed content, but skills to 
become ‘future-readiness’ of curricula “future ready” Future of Education” should be include (Mena, et 
al., 2020; Gous, 1992), and creating a culture of lifelong learning, career guidance, education innovation 
and maintaining a professionalized teaching workforce in digital fluency, ICT literacy skills, providing 
robust and respected technical and vocational education and training on innovation.  

We now have an interdisciplinary of technologies, the form of a “METACLASSROOM” as a new phase 
of interdisciplinary knowledge. There are many working to classify and name the phenomenon we are 
all experiencing. cyber-physical systems will transform how we interact with the physical world around 
us. Digital industrial era the changes that are occurring are happening now because humans have finally 
developed the computing capacity to store massive amounts of data and can enable machine learning. 
Therefore, it is very likely that curricula will be attempted.  

1.1. Necessity 

The need for this study is that the concept of COVID19 condition used digital curriculum with that AR, 
VR, AI, and Big data, through the metaverse classroom assumption of as a curriculum cognitive 
performance of activities and behavior intention is determined curriculum of knowledge system ethics. 
Such as a curriculum of knowledge system strategic possibilities? it has the potential to study strategic? 
to reach objectives, and required time to attain creation of the curriculum are some of the condition, 
while sufficiency of subject, available materials, activates performance, metaverse classroom sources, 
and interdisciplinary transform has creation of knowledge system such as a curriculum. utilization is 
basic of theory and practical to implement required updates (Ehlers & Kellermann, 2019; Nilson, 2015). 
clarified the key distinction between performance and digital based on curriculum and knowledge 
system of curriculum that activities performance concentrate on curriculum culture & arts research that 
promotes focus on lecture and expertise to fulfill condition’ needs. On the other hand, found that 
barriers to implement required updates, such as contextual factors, implementation requirements, and 
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perceived value of the curriculum negatively influence to change Sanders et al. (Harun  & Mansor, 2019) 
claimed that change efficacy strongly affected by organizational members’ cognitive appraisals, which 
are task demands, resource availability, and situational factors. the researchers expected the need in 
mind, the need for this study is change. Metaverse classroom uses tools to make culture & art education 
contents, and information technology to speed, connect, and converge.  

It shows AR, VR, AI and Bigdata. Using images of sound and vibration between digital technology and 
on-line lecture performance on real time by transcending time and space. It is the value of the 
“Metaverse classroom” deep learning platform that transcends in this study. Keep in mind, the need for 
curriculum to contribute to the future It can be explained by replaced in the metaverse classroom. 

2. Theory of Background  

2.1. Description of the Theory 

It can be grounded theory since being a member of the community is a reflection of the process 
understanding the objective action: methods have earned their place as a standard social research 
methodology categories, data, analysis, scientific inquiry (Gous, 2018), In fact, since the beginning of 
the 1980, as a sector where innovation emerged quite rapidly. Especially, the manufacturing industry 
began developing what has evolved into rapid prototype and computer models. Currently, many world-
famous architecture firms use many architecture schools have begun experimenting with these 
technologies (Achten & Kopriva, 2010) considering it as a “fundamental phase in the design process”. 
(Geropanta & Papamanolis, 2018) take into dynamics of rapid prototyping to generate the logic of 
design (Shahabadi & Uplane, 2015), According to (Vakaliuk et al., 2020) Create Space Cultivating the 
Imagination for Constant Change” that “learning requires such as a teaching curriculum can be taught, 
skill, mentored, and disposition (Guest et al., 2018) While the action steps of the two groups of students 
were similar, the motivational value of backward planning outperformed the forward planners and 
behavior of activities practical (McTighe & Thomas, 2003). define future skills as a future unknown 
context of action to an individual’s disposition to act in a self-organized way, visible to the outside as 
performance. learning is placed on a spiraling through a learning these are dream, planning, curve, 
productive mistakes, help and support will be assessment of progression. Can be a meta cognitive 
reflection on each of them on its own and all of them working together (World Bank, 
https://www.worldbank.org/en/who-we-are/news/coronavirus-covid19). When mutual subjectivity is 
generalized in language, it can be seen as an agreement of objective knowledge (Kim, Y.S,2020).  

During the Covid-19 pandemic, in this regard, it can be argued that, the World Bank (2020) highlights 
that during the emergency remote education “failure is common, and success is often a result of 
experience and learning from past failures”. The World Bank (Snijders et al., 2012) further points out 
that: “education systems must confront issues of inequity front and center. The field of distance 
education has already proved its validity and value (Marx, 2013). Indicated that there is no difference 
between distance education and face to face education (Raghupathi & Raghupathi, 2014) against widely 
known assumptions, distance education does not specifically refer to online education, but a wide range 
of technologies used throughout its generations (Jagadish et al., 2014). The pragmatic nature of distance 
education allows the field to use working solutions for learners and defends the view that the field 
should provide educational opportunities for those who are “vulnerable to unequal developments” 
(Criollo et al, 2021). it is interaction that can take advantage of the subjectivity. knowledge can be 
developed and can be obtained through verification reliability (Kim. Y.S & Kim G.C, 2013). While this 
is the case for the field of distance education. utilizing a combination of different learning mediums to 
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ensure students are engaged and learning. emergency remote education can ensure that students 
continue learning through a variety of avenues. 

This change I the educational environment creates condition and make the variables to increase the 
importance of the study objectivity of academic curriculum knowledge system by providing the 
experience of culture & arts curriculum, also to gut result how change curriculum environment providing 
metaverse classroom. COIVD19 pandemic era education-related research is based on Description. 
Underlying most of the modernist movements were impassioned efforts at COIVD19 pandemic for the 
new condition on on-line education that was taking shape (Wu et al.,2021). For instance, this situation 
creation condition teaching performance activities of resolve human behavior, used computer material 
with that curriculum and a gradual awakening of matter, the emergence, ultimately, of a new form of 
life (Burdea & Coiffet, 2003). It’s coming together and are combined, profit by new possibilities for mass 
customization, flexible behavior activities will be teaching, performing and others (Mallery & George, 
2000). The curriculum contents foundation of these methods consists of metaverse classroom -physical 
systems, the internet of things, cloud, AR, VR, AI and Big data cognitive. 

Culture & Arts Education purposes “realization of kind and exemplary personality which based on the 
knowledge and character, regardless of the certain occupation” (Gous, 2019) the point of the culture & 
Arts education is “to develop the inner ability of human nature to knowledge (Bruder, 1989) cultivation 
the ability to understand the reality and handle it on their own. Culture & arts curriculum courses to do 
with ‘Computational Thinking’ and are teaching or preparing to teach the subject, even to the students 
who do not study natural with ‘Alpha Go. to the software education (Nasrullah, 2014) such as AR, VR, 
AI and Big data may alter this fact, it can be argued that the tangible model retains a privileged position 
in design thinking and praxis (Leonidis et al., 2012). Generally, these terms refer to the utilization of 
metaverse classroom assisted classroom tools and methods in order to aid in the curriculum of 
knowledge system and ethics form and practical performance and theatrically, either as scale models 
culture & arts as parts of the final curriculum. we need to consider alternative ways for students to 
continue learning like in the current Covid-19 pandemic with similarities and differences condition 
(Shahabadi & Uplane, 2015) it was emergency remote education that was applied and it can be further 
argued that emergency remote education is a branch of distance education as in the case of online, or 
homeschooling. based on the digitization is characterized by a fusion of study classroom that is blurring 
the lines between the physical, digital, and biological spheres (Schonfeld & Mazzola, 2013). 

The proposed were model variables, COIVD19 condition based on were measured by on- line 
education. artistic activities are used being offered as curriculum some teacher’s whose are educational 
curriculum. some teacher’s whose are Curriculum awareness distance learning type, separate [35] such 
as listing to liver as a media program, on line lecture [36] the latter was well made possible by 
communication and technologies (Shelton & Saltsman, 2005) this time distance education uses 
computer and internet as the delivered curriculum online (ACM SIGCSE Special Project Grants) 
depending on COVID19 condition that organized online curriculum there are many technologies 
conditioned, such as teaching service platform. Access to education has almost been of the utmost 
important.   

It was the factor of the study the impact of the COIVD19 condition, metaverse classroom and 
curriculum ethics of knowledge system and interdisciplinary transform and curriculum of theory 
acquisition. Helped as an important result of the study the impact of the metaverse classroom change 
and creation can be expected in COIVD19 pandemic era. It was used the need to strengthen through 
metaverse classroom and to mitigate as a curriculum possible. It can be used as important for 
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subsequent study. To study obtain the result has control variables, it was assumed, COIVD19 condition, 
metaverse classroom and knowledge system, ethics, and interdisciplinary and curriculum theory and 
practical of the culture arts subject.   

The Augmented reality “(AR)” is closely tied to virtual reality (VR), since the concept of AR evolved as 
an extension, or variation (ACM SIGCSE Special Project Grants)  whereas in AR users’ perception is still 
centered within the real world, but with virtual objects superimposed, such that real and virtual objects 
seem to coexist in the same space (The STEAM project) AR systems is composed meaningful 3D virtual 
elements so that the user can interact with them)( Second Life Learning Community) Mobile devices are 
widely used due to their features and benefits such as having information at the user’s fingertips, use 
of online educational material, high portability, universality, and ubiquity)[41]  Net AR was designed 
based on an image target that the mobile device can identify and track, in order to superimpose the AR 
on it (Cox, 2004), Additionally, the gaming industry is beginning to release AR titles (e.g., Eye of 
Judgment and Eye Pet, by Play Station). display virtual images tied to real world locations are probably 
the best-known examples of “AR”. It would be able to see as a metaverse classroom of the COIVD19 
condition and It is likely to be a change as a tool of culture & arts ‘s curriculum. The existence of provide 
for the curriculum of as an “AR”, and elements of curriculum creation through as a the metaverse 
classroom. 

The Virtual reality “(VR)” is that of devices has allowed the creation of innovative technological tools 
such as augmented reality (Leetaru, 2019). Learning attitudes in comparison, self-regulation, self-
efficacy, will not increase students’ cognitive, learning attitudes in architecture class (Bryant  & Charmaz 
, 2010) Second Life, by Linden Lab, is probably the best-known example of VR. On the other hand, 
popular gaming consoles such as the Nintendo Wii, the Play Station 3, and the Xbox 360, have all 
released sport-centered games, and other games, where the players’ real-world movements control a 
virtual avatar within a virtual environment. The “VR “is probable as a metaverse classroom of the 
COIVD19 pandemic as a tools of culture & arts’ educational curriculum. The existence of provide for the 
curriculum such as “AR”, and “VR” and elements of curriculum creation through as a the metaverse 
classroom. 

The Artificial Intelligence “(AI)” is to define the “AI” topics to be studied at this academic level, the 
main elements that make up an AI system, from an engineering point of view, were taken as a starting 
point. most of the implementation blocks (Thomas & James, 2006) correspond to specific topics that 
will be studied in the curriculum. As a keeping this in mind, it has been decided that the eight topics to 
be addressed in the curriculum which are perception, actuation, representation, reasoning, learning, 
collective, intelligence, motivation, and sustainability. The AI can be required as an educational 
curriculum. Assumed asked question as a curriculum knowledge system and Ethics, and Legal aspects of 
the “AI” Representation and reasoning are two very relevant of topics. There is connection probity that 
the “AI” can be understood as a culture & arts educational curriculum. The existence of provide for the 
curriculum such as “AR”, “VR”, and “AI”, and elements of curriculum creation through as a the 
metaverse classroom.    

The “Big data” an age characterized by fast collection of ubiquitous information. Big data incorporates 
endless amounts of information (Schonfeld, Mazzola, 2013). It is growing, providing a means to improve 
and streamline education curriculum. fields and sectors, ranging from education and pedagogical 
culture and arts performance and activities to curriculum, from the COIVD19 condition to educational 
in many areas, are involved in big data providing and some problem (Wang et al., 2013). Big data has 
changed the world in terms of predicting educational practical behavior of performance. The birth of 
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big data cannot avoid mentioning another current popular term. Educational curriculum of contents 
uses knowledge system and theory. the relation between the two is obvious, yet complicated. Big data 
and metaverse classroom are as a classroom. Because of the Big data are generated from social 
networking sites, but big data is not always useful. The actual challenge of big data is not in collecting 
it, but in managing it as well as making sense of it (Kitchin & McArdle, 2016). When we work on big data, 
it is crucial to determine whether the benefits outweigh such as a knowledge system of ethics the of 
storage and maintenance. From the preservative of the academy, it is applied as an educational 
curriculum in the field of Culture & arts with that are curriculum and theory practitioners are trying to 
extract more benefits. It is used in several related to information usage curriculum at a metaverse 
classroom.  

The Metaverse classroom is that it is a collective virtual shared space, created by the convergence of 
virtually enhanced physical reality and virtual space. including the sum of all the “AR”, “VR” , “AI”, and 
“Big data” The word "metaverse class room " is made up of the beyond and verse form universe, 
typically used to describe the concept of a future iteration of the internet, made up of persistent, shared, 
include, virtual spaces linked into a perceived virtual universe and all the “AR”, “VR”, “AI” and Big data 
(Blummer, Kenton, 2019). Regarding to metaverse classroom will be able to see the changes in the 
education environment in curriculum. It can be seen as a change in the classroom, the mean is 
metaverse classroom which is in the tool form of educational curriculum. But used it COUVID19 
pandemic era metaverse functionally is sufficient. There is a rather insufficient theory and practice. 
Nevertheless, the purpose of this study is to increase the objectively of borrowing research theory on 
the AR, for culture & arts’ curriculum (Acuf, 2014). Therefore, this study corrected and supplement 
curriculum and knowledge system creation to culture & arts’ curriculum of subject and utilized practical 
and theory.  

The literature content manipulates 

The cultural and artistic activities are Curriculum, the cultural and artistic activities are related to AI. 
the cultural and artistic activities are related to Video Media, the cultural and artistic activities are 
related to Social Medea (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.), The cultural and artistic activities are 
related to VR, (Liu, 2021) The cultural and artistic activities are AR, the cultural and artistic activities are 
related to Big Data, the cultural and artistic activities are related to technology can be performances, 
the cultural and artistic activities are related to performance of technology knowledge. The Culture & 
Arts curriculum is a link between AI and System of knowledge, The Culture & Arts curriculum is the use 
of Big Data, The Culture & Arts curriculum is the used of AR, (Garber, 1995) The Culture & Arts curriculum 
is use of the AI, (Cmiaux, 2021) interdisciplinary: The Culture & Arts curriculum is an agreement of 
various system of knowledge, (Hrstiet et al, 2019) The Culture & Arts curriculum is an agreement of 
various system of knowledge VR. Traditional curriculum of culture & Arts is used in the changed by 
technology of system of knowledge and will be expanded. The Culture & Arts curriculum are related to 
performance of technology knowledge. The Culture & Arts curriculum are related to performance 
system of knowledge. The Culture & Arts curriculum are related to Metaverse classroom. Metaverse 
Classroom: Traditional curriculum of culture & Arts is used in the changed by metaverse classroom. 
Traditional curriculum of culture & Arts is used in the changed by performance behavior tools (VR, AR, 
AI), (Radianti, 2020) Traditional curriculum of culture & Arts is used in the changed by technology of 
system of knowledge and will be expanded.  
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3. Methodology  

3.1. Sample Data collection 

The data was collected using a single self-report questionnaire that contained all the items used for 
measuring. Data used in this study were obtained from structured questionnaires designed to study 
those who were from 20 years under to 80 years over, and, and interview and responded. With the at 
list high this the basic for the sample material. Interview and questionaries’ want to study on the 
possibility of a change in education curriculum through the metaverse classroom, in other to use the 
objective of the curriculum, include which were knowledge system and performance of curriculum 
theory and practical in the field of culture & arts. It was applied such as empirical data. the period of   
the visited and received form 25th, Mar, 2021 to 25th, March, 2021 until. Inform and obtain the research 
purpose, collected and cooperation of sampling. It was supported by educational experts’ groups at 
university and MA, and Ph. D students and institute agency. The groups participations are 360people 
form Korea and others countries, Korea, philippic, Peru, and Turkey and others. The language of the 
question is English. it was consistent variables, contents of “COIVD19, pandemic condition during the 
on-line teaching”, “metaverse classroom”, “knowledge system and interdisciplinary”, and “culture and 
arts curriculum”. Data was utilized. It was processed 360 participates, 304 recalls, and unused 25, and 
279 final choose were adopted.   

3.2. Operation variable 

knowledge system was curriculum with put most simply, is an artistic practice that uses, data as its 
medium. Artists are both using data from external sources and collecting or creating data as part of their 
work and performance with behavior activities which is art works cut across many mediums, (e.g. digital, 
sculpture, photography, and genres (Thomoson, 2015) Data art can be conceptual or abstract. Data art 
is sometimes overtly such as with metaverse classroom, but not always (Mixrosoft in Education, 2010; 
EKU IT Geeks,  S2T4W3). It can be straight forward and functional or intentionally obscure. about artistic 
data. ‘‘Defining what constitutes ‘artistic’ visualization is hard, (Fernanda & Wattenberg, 2007;  Global 
Markets Asian Timezone, 2020). If only because defining art itself is hard. To sidestep that philosophical 
question. artistic visualizations are visualizations of data done by artists with the intent of making art’’  

Independ Link- COVID19 pandemic condition, Metaverse classroom, curriculum knowledge system. 
Interdisciplinary of transform was linked intervening variable and culture & arts curriculum was make 
variables contents of dependent. Deep learning, Metaverse include (AR, VR, AI and Big data) (Metaverse 
weekly times, 2021). As well as variety of variables was with that Media, Claude and 3D (Beavis, 2004). 

First, Culture & Arts has been metaverse classroom recognition, and artistic, activities are related to 
curriculum organized form “METACLASSROOM” were used such as AR, VR, AI & Big data. and knowledge 
system curriculum can be performance and activities and behavior there are things that happen 
description of contents such as a theory and practical.   

Second, Metaverse classroom was composed tools which is AR, VR, AI, and Big data new era place. 
system of knowledge curriculum was link between theory and practical was by curriculum were that it 
was used on the COIVD19 condition.  

Third, Interdisciplinary curriculum were agreement of awareness various of systems of knowledge, 
and as a system of knowledge agreement ethics & curriculum with that include metaverse classroom 
were AR, VR, AI, and Bigdata, and COIVD19 pandemic condition lectures on-line. and activities 
performance and metaverse classroom.  
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Fourth, COIVD19 pandemic condition were used change the traditional cress room, and changed 
performance behavior changed of the tools, and technical of system of knowledge changed and will be 
expanded, through the interdisciplinary.  

The study area is the University's classroom in Korea. Participants are MA’s, Ph. D, and related field 
experts. Includes departments in the performing arts, media communications, and film departments, 
and educators, professionals, and more. 

3.3. Research model 

The Research achievements in educational curricula. In order to find the possibility, it tried to adapt 
to the change of the educational curriculum by proving the change of the educational environment in 
the COICD19 era, agreeing with the opinions of experts. The structure of the proposed framework is 
shown in <Figure 1> , In total, drawn from constructs of 5 variables are composed, with that 3 
independent variables, and one was intervening variable, another was dependent variable. It consists 
of the possibility of a change in Culture and Arts education curriculum. total 23 of which variables 
include curriculum necessary has been COIVD19 pandemic condition with contents -2 as each sub-
variables, and has been curriculum recognition with contents -7 as each sub- variables, and has been 
curriculum with contents knowledge system- 5 as each sub-variables, and has been interdisciplinary of 
transformation -6 as each sub-variables, and has been metaverse classroom tools - 6 as each sub- 
variables. The theory and practical of culture & arts curriculum are deep tendence constructed by 
dependent variables. It was the sub-variables of culture & ats were curriculum change were composed, 
which is COIVD19 condition, Metaverse classroom, knowledge system impacting interdisciplinary 
towards overview possibility form (Anderson et al, 2021; RESOURCES FOR THE CCA COMMUNITY). Study 
on the impossibility of the culture & arts curriculum (Harris, 1977;  Tervo, 2016).  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Research model 1 

Figure 1. with probability was defined, as below in many ways of definition are used “C” what is C-1, 
and tossing three, and are used “ M” what is “M” listed all the possible “ K” rule definition. In case of “I” 
is product first C-1, M-1, and K-1. individual variables. Second products of two set is the all of intervening 
enter of another set. Third product of one set is “CA” and “TP” dependent variables enter of the set. It 
can <figure-1> generate of the product of the case. This study used the number of ways possible 
outcomes, with three “C-1”, “M-1”, and “K-1” set and second set “I-1” product can be used “ I-1” and 
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third set “CA-1”, “TP-1” in defining sample define actual. help clearly understand to set up the question 
of “define” each variable with that it has the marked, as it is below. 

Independent Variables: “C” = C-1 (Covid19), M-1 (Metaverse), K-1 (Knowledge system) 

Intervening Variables:  “I “ =” I-1” (Interdisciplinary) 

Dependent Variables:  “ CA” = “CA-1” (Culture & Arts curriculum) 

Dependent Variables:  “ TP” = “TP-1”(Theory & Practice) 

3.4. Research contents 

This study was composed contents factors in accordance with principles for curriculum contents 
research asking question with experts’ groups and by giving lectures or experience of the lecture to 
those of who have participated in the classroom or on-line was taken to indicate their informed consent. 
It was composed of curriculum contents, and include activities behavior of performance variables, and 
it consisted of curriculum using related tools in the metaverse classroom, which were AR, VR, AI, and 
Bid data, and culture & arts’ as curriculum acceptance relationships for information acquisition. 
Characteristic such as activities behavior, performance dance perception of culture & arts curriculum, 
path interdisciplinary transform of diversity of curriculum, relevance of COVID19 condition, Metaverse 
Classroom and knowledge system ethics, and interdisciplinary, attention performance of behavior 
activities and usefulness as a curriculum. Considering, Intervening contents was composed of 
interdisciplinary transform and different use lecture tools and variety experience technology level 
different supply for condition classroom, and dependent factors culture & arts’ curriculum creation, and 
it has two sub-factors. It becoming the lectures experience COVID19 condition, from metaverse 
classroom to on-line lecture. By being refined, considering the COVID19 era and ending curriculum using 
the metaverse class. Totals of fives factors were composed. Towards products curriculum was measure 
on fives items and extracted from previous studies literature survey and familiarity variables is 
composed of explanations. Tried to increase the basic factors by borrowing them objectivity.  

Factors independent of each other are irrelevant. As a result of agglomeration, the basic factors were 
with that hhelps curriculum subject actively. In the past AR, VR, AI & Big date were learning only focused 
on serve with views, but interactive curriculum of the subject were added to this deep learning COIVE19 
on-line condition, knowledge system, interdisciplinary and metaverse classroom linking curriculum and 
variety contents of culture & arts theory and practical backup systems of knowledge online education 
real time condition metaverse classroom .  

In relation to this, the impact on culture & arts curriculum theory & practical by metaverse classroom 
is indicated by from, frequently, crosstab and regression analysis. General participation statistics are 
explained by frequency analysis, in other to investigate the effects of COIVD19 condition, metaverse 
classroom, curriculum knowledge system with ethics and interdisciplinary on in tension, in accordance 
with three latent variables were specified to prove their validity aa a causal model : COIVD19 condition 
(2item), curriculum necessary (6item), knowledge system, ethics (5item), interdisciplinary(6item), 
metaverse (4item) and others form the view (2item). It was assumed. 1) independent variables do the 
same, 2) frequently analysis has normal distribution, 3) factors analysis captures each variable, and 4) 
regression analysis assumed the influence of dependent variables. As a result of the analysis it was 
important to increase the objective knowledge. results, the mediating effects between independent 
variables and outcome variables are as follows. First, metaverse classroom the mediation effected 
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between artistic competence performance and activities behaviors has indirect effect. (p < 0.01), which 
has a statistically significant indirect effect and plays a role as a mediator. 

AR, VR, AI and Big Data were that four industrial revolution and COIVD19 era which are learning 
system. Curriculum is controlling the standard and content they want to see study themselves. At the 
same time, leaners can record their answers and upload them to the database. also, students to learn 
in the learning process with audio instructions from the background and provides feedback and 
guidance to the different choices of the condition. The setting of some interactive sessions similar to 
deal of fun to the learning system; and can also leave messages and feedback. Also, they can answer 
questions and take quizzes and an examination, which greatly reduces the possibility of cheating. 
Teachers can easily grasp students’ learning situation from the back-end database. It solves the online 
education problem of the difficulty of assessing students’ learning situation during the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

Has been recognition 1) Curriculum necessary: The cultural and artistic activities are Curriculum, the 
cultural, and artistic activities are related to AI. 2) Curriculum performance: The cultural and artistic 
activities are related to Video Media, the cultural and artistic activities are related to 3D, The cultural 
and artistic activities are AR, The cultural and artistic activities are related to VR, Activities are related 
to technology can be performances, and Activates behavior are related to performance of Curriculum. 
3) Curriculum knowledge system : Curriculum is a link between AI and System of knowledge, The culture 
& Arts curriculum is the used of AR, The culture & Arts curriculum is the use of VR, The culture & Arts 
curriculum is the use of the AI, and The culture & Arts curriculum is the used of Big Data, 4) 
Interdisciplinary transform : Curriculum is an agreement of various system of knowledge, Curriculum is 
an agreement of various system of knowledge AR, Curriculum is an agreement of various system of 
knowledge VR, Curriculum are related to performance of technology knowledge, Curriculum are related 
to activities of behavior knowledge system, and Curriculum are related to Metaverse classroom, 5) 
Metaverse Classroom: Curriculum was changed by on-line lecture, Curriculum was changed by tools 
such as (AR, VR, AI, Big data), Curriculum was changed by technology of system of knowledge, 
Curriculum will be expanded by activities COVID19 condition. Stoned, perceived factors control was 
measure on the 5 items based on collected literature form overview and curriculum creation convened 
was measured by five different items as proposed factors.  

As a result, this kind of interaction can effectively improve’ proactivity and enable them to learn 
actively, making them actively think, experience, and imagine, gain deeper insights and inspirations, 
carry out high-level thinking, and ultimately enhance their learning performance. For metaverse 
classroom was provide to students, the proposed was shown instead of practical performance AR, VR, 
AI & Big data and performance of activities and can be supply images, activities, behavior etc. metaverse 
classroom learning system in this study is feasible and effective. The fact that AR, VR, AI, & Big data were 
used technology increases learning performance has also been proved by many kinds of curriculum. 
However, the limitations of the present study need to be noted. First of all, future studies can consider 
conducting a long-term experiment.  

3.5. Tools analysis 

Data analyses were conducted using the statistical package for social sciences (SPSS, 22) and analysis 
of moment structures software, to achieve the purpose and to test analysis of this study. variables were 
used for descriptive analysis to analyze preliminary results and to figure out the demographic 
characteristics of the sample, more and more detailed review, with frequently, factor analysis, and 
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regression was used to progress and to asset the adequacy of measurement for confirming the 
reliability, convergent and divergent validity, followed by using metaverse classroom to tested the study 
of subject curriculum contents. The reliability of the test and questionnaires were verified using analysis 
of the data was extract form culture & arts’ curriculum of activities and performance possibility. 

3.6. Statistical analysis 

In statistic related to variables results, each variable was affected between independent variables, 
intervening variables, dependent variables and outcome variables, though metaverse classroom the 
mediation effected as a curriculum between artistic competence performance and activities behaviors 
has indirect which has a statistically significant indirect effect (P< 0.05). shows indirect effects, total 
effects, and statistical significance as well as direct effects among these variables. In statistic related to 
COIVD19 condition, Metaverse and Curriculum knowledge system with ethics. It sees the different 
creation of culture & arts curriculum, by COVID19 condition.  

The result agrees with our previous sample resoling, if we make the problem a bit more strangled. 
However, may be the formula will be more useful. Gandara case output result was male & female was 
follows, male was 40.1 (%), female was 59.9 (%), age was 20s, 50.5 (%), was 30s, 16.5(%), was 40s, 16.8 
(%), was 50s, 7.5 (%), was over 60s, 8.6 (%). The analysis result can be summarized and explained. 20s 
was interesting condition probability them 50s, and over 60s, and others groups. the result of 
occupation was as follows, students was 48.4 (%), office worker was 13.3 (%), public education office 
was 2.5 (%), professional was 10.0 (%), artist was 12.2 (%), and others 13.7(%). The details of the result 
are shown. Students was more interesting condition them professional, public educational office and 
artists. The details of the research are shown.    

Table 1. Frequency Analysis 1 

Division Frequency Person Valid Percent 

Sex 
Male 112 Persons 40.1 (%) 

Female 167 Persons 59.9 (%) 

Total  279 Persons 100(%) 

Age 

20s 141 Persons 50.5 (%) 

30s 46 Persons 16.5 (%) 

40s 47 Persons 16.8 (%) 

50s 21 Persons 7.5 (%) 

Over 60 24 Persons 8. 6 (%) 

Total  279Persons 100(%) 

Occupation 

Student 135 Persons 48.4 (%) 

Office worker 37 Persons 13.3 (%) 

Public educational 
official 

7 Persons 2.5 (%) 

Professional 28 Persons 10.0 (%) 

Artist 34 Persons 12.2 (%) 

Others 38 Persons 13.7 (%) 

Total  279Persons 100(%) 

(*SPSS, Result)  
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Frequency analysis assumed a good reason for including both of them our little test, after test are 
administrated score, culture & arts’ curriculum necessary was 90.7(%), interdisciplinary was 45.5 (%), 
Metaverse classroom was 10.0 (%), and knowledge system was 77.8(%). Therefore, COIVD19 condition 
will be necessary was more interesting of each variable are shown. Inferring to the result, the 
necessary of the curriculum, interdisciplinary, and knowledge system is agreed, but view on the 
metaverse classroom are still insufficient.   

 
Table 2. Frequency Analysis 2 

Culture & art curriculum Necessary 
Yes 253 Persons 90.7 (%) 

No 26 Persons 9.3 (%) 

Interdisciplinary 
Yes 127 Persons 45.5 (%) 

No 152 Persons 54.5 (%) 

Metaverse Classroom  
Yes 10 Persons 3.6 (%) 

No 269 Persons 96.4 (%) 

Knowledge system  
Yes  217 Persons  77.8(%)  

No  62 Persons 22.2(%)  

Total 279 Persons 100.0 (%) 

*Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization 

 
It was indicated 
 
The basic factors were aggregation and the variables were aggregated, the resulting in factors of o.5 

less or higher, which is expressed, first it can be interpreted as having probability, it was indicated. 
COIVD19 condition are (P > 0.313), (P > 0461) respectively, it is used a variable used statistic validity. 
Second, it was that result are (P  < 0.563), (P < 0,489), (P < 0.584) , (P < 0.576), (P < 0.410, and (P < 0.584), 
respectively, therefore, it is used a variable, and Curriculum performance has statistic validity. Third, it 
has strong connection, (P < 0.598), (P > 0.418), (P < 0.703), (P <0.703), and (P < 0.843), it is expressed as 
a variables standard for curriculum knowledge system. In increased the like hood. It is displayed. The 
value of the variables with that interdisciplinary were (P <0.843), (P <0.533), (P < 0.688), (P5 < 0.827), (P 
< 0.827), and (P < 0.827). it has strong explained also. These values have statistic significant as 
explanatory variables. Increase the variables explanation of the metaverse are explanted (P < 0.688, (P 
< 0.740), (P < 0.875), (P < 0.872), and (P < 0.764) by indicators. it enhances the cohesion of variables 
explanation. The result variables are shown. In this study is highly regarded as a factor that can be used 
as the curriculum creation production. 

 
Table 3. Frequency Analysis 2 

Indicator  Cohesion Variables Factor 1 Factor 2 

Curriculum 
Necessity 

The cultural and artistic activities are Curriculum .312 .232 

The cultural and artistic activities are related to AI .461 .460 

Curriculum  
Performance 

The cultural and artistic activities are related to Video 
Media 

.563 460 

The cultural and artistic activities are related to 3D  .489 444 

The cultural and artistic activities are related to VR .584 .576 

The cultural and artistic activities are AR .576 .521 
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Activities are related to technology can be 
performances  

.584 .563 

Activates behaviour are related to performance of 
Curriculum  

.598 .557 

Curriculum 
Knowledge 
System  

Curriculum is a link between AI and System of 
knowledge 

.418 .413 

The Culture & Arts curriculum is the used of Big Data .703 .694 

The Culture & Arts curriculum is the use of VR .703 .593 

The Culture & Arts curriculum is the used of AR .843 .694 

The Culture & Arts curriculum is to use of the AI .843 .649 

Interdisciplinary 

Curriculum is an agreement of various system of 
knowledge  

.533 .501 

Curriculum is an agreement of various system of 
knowledge VR  

.688 .679 

Curriculum is an agreement of various system of 
knowledge AR 

.827 .740 

Curriculum are related to performance of technology 
knowledge  

.827 .679 

Curriculum are related to activities of behaviour 
knowledge system 

.688 .660 

Curriculum are related to Metaverse classroom  .740 .657 

Metaverse 
Classroom   

Curriculum was changed by on-line lecture  .875 .684 

Curriculum was changed by tools such as (AR, VR, AI, 
Big data)   

.872 .684 

Curriculum was changed by technology of system of 
knowledge  

.764 .488 

Curriculum will be expanded by activities COVID19 
condition 

.410 .377 

 

Regression analysis supported the degree of impact definition are used first  
 
As a result of agglomeration, the basic factors were aggregated and variables were aggregated 

resulting in a factor of (P < 0.05) or higher, in which is expressed. First it can be interpreted as having 
probability, which has a statistically significant indirect effect and plays a role as a mediator. 

 
Figure 2. the regression analysis was explained, which were curriculum necessary. 0.28 (%), activities 

performance 20.6 (%), metaverse classroom 0.07 (%), knowledge system 12.5 (%), interdisciplinary 
transform 13.8 (%), and comprehensive variables on culture & arts’ curriculum of dependent variables 
show 67.85 (%) impacted. It was that the result, and the standard path coefficient indicated positive 
effects among the constructs structure model. In total were supported. The significant of the regression 
was (P < 001) indicated that the culture & arts of curriculum was supported. According to positive 
estimate of coefficients interaction between the fives variables it shows the ability to explain curriculum 
necessary 32.5 (%), and activities performance 29.4 (%), metaverse classroom 32.8 (%), knowledge 
system 30.8 (%), and interdisciplinary transform 30.6 (%) had significant positive effects was supported 
(P < 001). The impact of the perceives culture & arts’ curriculum will be creation for activities and 
performance supported, adjusting 𝑅2 Square total show 67.85 (%). (P < 001) had significant positive 
effects on culture & arts’ curriculum through the metaverse. 
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Table 4. Regression Analysis 

Model R² 
Adjusted 

R² 
Beta 

Change Statistics  

R² Change F D f² F 

Necessary .035 .028 .325 .035 5.021 273 .007 

Activities 
performance 

.221 .206 .294 .221 15.237 269 .000 

Metaverse 
classroom 

.014 .007 .328 .014 1.972 273 .141 

Knowledge 
system 

.141 .125 .308 .141 8.837 270 .000 

Interdisciplinary .148 .138 .306 .148 15.700 272 .000 

Total 0.874 67.85 1,561 0.559 46,767 1375 - 

 

“on -line education “C” tossing, what is “C-1” product independent variables second: in case of “M” 
is product Metaverse classroom of four set, and are used “M-1” what is the total all composed list all of 
possible, “M-1”. Rule definition third: product of “knowledge system” “K” set is the all variable enter of 
the one set. What is “ K-1” product of one set is used ‘K-1” independent variables. product of 
“interdisciplinary transform” one set is the all of intervening variables enter of the anthers set, and used 
“I” what is “T-1” listed all the rule. Product of two set is “CA” to warding culture & arts curriculum and 
“TP” dependent variables enter of the theory and practical set. What is “CA-1” and TP-1” listed up set. 
culture & arts’ curriculum created through metaverse classroom. 

 
Figure 1. Regression Analysis 

 
4. Conclusion  

The meta-classroom was provided by COVID-19 environment the need for non-face-to-face 
education. It was constituted by the educational technology-intensive environment of the meta-
classroom. The meta-classroom was created by AR and VR education, and not only provided, but also 
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provided in the meta-classroom by utilizing AI and big data. It was found that it had indirect effect on 
the new environment. Bringing theory and practice  

It shown to the explained COVID 19 condition on-line education was 0.28 (%), and Metaverse 
classroom was 20.6 (%), and knowledge system 12.5 (%), the impact of deceived of the interdisciplinary 
transform R² =33.38 (%). (P < 001) had significant positive effects on the interdisciplinary response. 
Culture & arts’ curriculum showed significant positive influence on COVID 19 condition “on-line’ 
teaching, metaverse classroom and knowledge system with interdisciplinary transform towards culture 
& arts’ curriculum impact, products, On-line teaching, was 0.28 (%). Met classroom was 20.6 (%). 
Knowledge system was 12.5 (%). However, it had indirect effects through interdisciplinary transform 
was 33.45 (%) product. towards the culture& arts’ curriculum theory & practical was 67.85 (%) product. 
Assuming culture & arts’ curriculum was support. “C-1”,”M-1”, and K-1” to wards path “I-1”, and 
towards “CA-1” “TP-1” had significant positive responded.  

“CA-1”, “TP-1” was support. Positive estimate of each variables and activities performance, 
knowledge system towards metaverse effective product 33.38 (%), (C-1+M-1+K-1) was support. The 
impact of experience and approach path for curriculum necessary, through metaverse classroom 
product had significant positive effects 33.45 (%) (C-1+M-1+K-1+I-1). Concerned had significant positive 
interdisciplinary effect on 33.45 (%) curriculum transform and towards culture & arts’ curriculum theory 
& practical creation effect on 67.85 (%). 

Finally, environment COIVD19 pandemic condition culture & art’ curriculum showed significant 
positive influence on curriculum necessary, activities performance, metaverse classroom, knowledge 
system and interdisciplinary and toward the culture & arts’ curriculum of theory and practical, products 
67.85 (%), and the curriculum effect on 67.57 (%), thus supporting, 33.45 (%) (C-1+M-1+K-1), 33.45 (%), 
and (C-1+M-1+K-1+I-1).  , 33.45(%), and “ CA” , towards culture & arts’ curriculum creation ““ CA-1” ,and 

“TP-1”.  

The result of the study, include lack of academic and theorical instability, I would like to finish with a 
suggestion. The necessary of detail follow- up studies to overcome the theorical limit between the 
culture & arts’ curriculum and metaverse classroom in the era of COVID19 pandemic. However, it had 
indirect effects activities performance through metaverse classroom, knowledge system, 
interdisciplinary transform towards the culture & arts’ curriculum theory and practical to product. 

Author Contributions: The following statements should be used “Conceptualization, and 
methodology, Y. S, Kim ; software, validation, J. H, Lee, and J. Y, Yoo; formal analysis, Y.S, Kim; 
investigation, resources, J. H, Lee, data collection, J, Y, Yoo; writing—original draft educational 
curriculum preparation, Y. S, Kim ; writing—review and editing, Y. S, Kim; visualization, and supervision, 
Y. S, Kim ; project administration, Y. S, Kim; funding acquisition, Y. S, Kim. All authors have read and 
agreed to the published version of the manuscript.” Please turn to the term explanation. Authorship 
must be limited to those who have contributed substantially to the work reported. The researchers 
discussed more than 15 times. In relation to media, performances, educational content, curriculum, 
knowledge system, interdisciplinary exchanges, Meta-Classroom. etc. 
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